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Planning from an Economic Perspective….
• Background, intellectual & cultural traditions of planning
• Design and aesthetic
• Engineering and public infrastructure
• More recently - conservation and environmental concerns
• BUT - ‘Planning’ – is an economic activity – allocates a quantity of
scarce resource – land & space (by exact use – agriculture, housing,
commercial etc.): so determines supply of urban space…

• But allocates independently of price
• People, households and firms – respond to incentives
• Prices generate incentives: the outcome of supply & demand
• Analysing incentives generated by markets and response to
them seen by my graduate planning students as ‘immoral’
• “Not only should world not be like that but it couldn’t be…”

Planners & Economists…
 But not just an economist speaking…
Planner - Alain Bertaud (2019)
“…Urban planners are normative, that is they base their decisions
on best practice…high land prices are often deplored but are usually
thought to be caused by speculators…few planners make a
connection between land prices and rents, and the supply of land and
floorspace. That is why planners who design regulations that severely
limit the extension of cities e.g. through Greenbelts… [or height
restrictions], are often surprised by increasing land prices and
attribute them to external factors for which they are not responsible.”
Alain Bertaud Order without Design: How markets shape cities, MIT Press, 2019

International Price Comparisons
 House prices – internationally comparable data difficult.
All else equal expect larger cities to be more expensive:
 Solid evidence of importance of agglomeration economies –
in production and in consumption:
All else equal:
1. Workers/firms more productive, larger the labour market;
2. Consumers - more choice (families loving football & opera).
=> So people ‘buy’ access to higher paying jobs, richer
consumption choices: space costs more in larger cities.
All else equal:
1. ‘Space’ in richer cities will be more expensive: again –
buying access and incomes higher.

International Price Comparisons?
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Sources: 1 www.globalpropertyguide.com/most-expensive-cities
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International Price Comparisons?
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Illustrate from British Experience….
•
•
•
•
•

Planning systems have common features – 3 main systems:
1. Master planning; 2. Zoning; 3. ‘Development control’.
British use ‘development control’: my judgement the worst;
Also Britain has a long history – stable system since 1947
Has had highly restrictive effects on supply of urban space
over more than 2 generations;
• So can see long term impacts; also ‘unintended consequences’
• Requires long term to see impacts because of small flow of
new building relative to stock:
 Planning takes a long time to have significant impact on prices or
built form (so unsuitable to tackle global warming)

• And – talk about housing but important impacts on office
and retail sectors – Q & A?

Analyse Planning from Perspective of Economics….
• Economists have useful things to say about planning; planning
assumes a basic economic function

1. Good economic reasons for planning; but
2. Economic effects of planning
•
•
•
•
•

Planning determines what can be built, where, but markets set prices
Economics looks at benefits and costs to society as a whole
If land markets were just a ‘free-for-all’ there would be problems
Economics helps pinpoint the nature of those problems
And how public policy actions – planning or ‘land market regulation’
- can reduce the impact of those problems
• Equally why policy - uniformed by economic insight into how
markets work - may end up trying to achieve the unachievable;
• Or - make things worse than otherwise they would be…

Planning, prices and incentives
• Allocation of scarce resources in a market-based economy
• Inevitably generates prices: and so incentives – the ‘price
mechanism’
• Prices reflect costs to society of production – a personal
service, clothes, household appliances, etc.
• So if prices rise – an incentive to produce more
• But also an incentive to buy less

Supply & Demand: Adam Smith’s ‘hidden hand’
• When functioning smoothly and efficiently - markets can
ensure we produce and consume the ‘optimal’ quantity of
all goods and services

But Many Markets do not Run Smoothly – ‘Market Failure’
• Basic welfare economics highlights sources of Market
Failure => provides basis for regulation:
1. Monopolies may be able to set prices above costs – ‘monopoly
profits’ => so prices do not reflect costs to society
2. Some ‘goods’ (or ‘bads’) – do not have prices
• Obvious examples – pollution, congestion, noise
These are ‘Externalities’
3. And some goods are ‘Public Goods’:
• ‘Non-rival’ in consumption –
• And ‘non-excludable’
a restaurant meal compared to a wilderness area, a cityscape, a lake or a park
So producers can’t charge for providing public goods (non-excludable);
and welfare is improved if they do not charge => someone can
always benefit at the margin - So long as non-congested.

Reasons for Land Market Regulation
• Land markets have endemic problems of market failure:
1. Land assembly & ‘hold-out’ – compulsory purchase
2. All parcels have specific locations and their value is a
function of uses of adjoining parcels – so subject to
externalities
• This makes the case for ‘zoning’ – separate noncomplementary uses
3. Provision of public goods – e.g. urban parks; habitat;
National Parks; wilderness areas; urban conservation…
• …And a specific form of public good: capacity for future
urban expansion:
Preserve land for transport corridors; future open space:
Establish build-out norms; reserve land

But Beware the Unintended Consequences of Regulation
 Markets ‘get their revenge’…
 The law of unintended consequences is powerful indeed
 Land use regulation interacts with tax systems => generates
incentives via price effects – changes people’s behaviour.
 =>Need to understand institutional mechanisms of national/local
systems of land use regulation to analyse economic impacts;
 And understand systems of taxation – e.g. British Uniform Business
Rate; US Commercial Property Tax; Swiss local income tax systems
 The ‘British’ system of land use regulation – Planning – established
in essence in 1947 Town & Country Planning Act
 Last element of Post WWII reconstruction – belief in wisdom &
efficiency of State + planning: suspicion of profits and markets
 But re-inforced by subsequent governments of right: saw favoured
existing house owners – voted for the right.

The British system of land use regulation – more detail
• British: Development Control
• Any legally defined change of use – e.g. from residential or commercial
to hotel; or a shop selling holidays to one selling houses - Requires
‘development permission’; decision of local political committee
• + National policies & designations for e.g. Listed Buildings
• Urban envelopes identified and enforced e.g. via Greenbelts [but not
original purpose – boundaries defined in 1955 by Tory government]
• Height controls – mainly locally imposed;
• Densities controlled – originally to ensure lower densities but
increasingly to force ‘densification’; 60% Brownfield (target
exceeded);
• Town Centre First policies – rigorously imposed in England from 1996 to
force retail and offices to allocated ‘town centre’ locations.
• All decisions political – Local Planning Committee: so subject to
lobbying, uncertainty and ‘gameable’. So increased risk.

Most totemic Policy in
UK - Greenbelts:
Boundaries imposed by
Tory government 1955
Cover 1.4 as much land as all
urban areas; all urban areas less
than 10% of England;

Only function of Greenbelt:
to prevent development: ‘to
prevent settlements
merging’. Biggest use intensive arable e.g.
Cambridge 74%. No
amenity, recreation or
environmental value.

How identify London’s Greenbelt? Where there’s no building!

House Building 2005 to 2015 by Local Authority

What Greenbelt containment looks like

5km
Reading – 60km west of London

What happens to price if you restrict the supply?
• Can identify Greenbelt by land price….

Then: Height Restrictions & Preservation e.g. London

Source: Cheshire and Derricks (2014)

Some views absolutely worth protecting…
View from Assessment Point
13A.1 Millennium Bridge

16km

 Huge benefits of view and (opportunity)
costs are not very high…

But other views? from King Henry VIII Mound (Richmond Park)

16km

Preserved
sight lines
e.g. 16 kms
from King
Henry’s
Mound in
Richmond.

Also ‘protects’
backdrop:
- Liverpool
St. Station
area
- Stratford

And this view is worth?

Impact on price of houses and housing land?
Real Land & House Price Indices (1975 = 100)
Note: House and Land data for war years are interpolated.
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Price of a house is the price of land + structure. But what’s
paid for land depends on the price of the house…

Generates compact cities but
people can choose...and
behave in unintended ways
Daily commuting to Central
London 2001:
Highly skilled re-locate
beyond the Greenbelt
and commute from all over
Southern England:
Oxford, Cambridge act as
high income dormitories

Commuters jumping Greenbelt in
search of affordable space even further
Change in proportion
of resident working
population commuting
to jobs in Inner London
2001 to 2011:
Local Authority
level data.
Source: Census

Local restrictiveness, empty houses & commuting
• Existence of empty homes used as reason to allocate less
land, so ‘no’ more frequently: more restrictive.
• But process of ‘house hunting’ – searching for acceptable
housing attributes at an affordable price;
• Structure of demand is dynamic – e.g. more family sized
houses near good school; near jobs;
• More restrictiveness raises price – so keep houses occupied;
• But makes it more difficult to adapt characteristics of stock
to changing demand – search longer.
• Empirical question: Cheshire et al. 2018 show more restrictive
an LA is, higher housing vacancy rate: and longer commutes
for those with jobs in more restrictive LA. Effect substantial.

And co-ordinate development with Infrastructure?! No!
Crossrail - £18bn: but no houses…

Drill down a bit more into the economics
• Allocate land - forecast housing ‘need’ – land
allocation typically for 5 years.
• But prices reflect balance of supply and demand;
What determines demand?
• Economics 101 tells us demand is a function of:
1. Size of market (number of buyers);
2. Preferences;
3. Incomes;
4. Consumption of complementary/substitute goods.

System ONLY allocates supply on ‘size of market’;
But population change not much impact on demand
So it systematically restricts supply vis à vis demand

Land allocation on forecast household numbers but
demand driven by incomes
• Greater London Authority Area
• Period
% Change Pop
% Change Real House Prices
• 1981-2011
+20.5
227.6
• 1951-1981
-16.9
71.9
• 1951-2011
+0.1
+463.2
 Or some modelling I did in 1999 – effects on real house prices of
alternative policies for land release: IF population increased at then
projected rate to 2016 => house prices increased 4.4%; if population
increased as projected AND real incomes increased at historic rates
then => house prices up 131.9%: actual ex-post increase? 125%.
 Why? ‘Income elasticity of demand’ for houses & housing space.
 As people get richer want bigger bedrooms, more bedrooms, gardens…

Why it works like this - Lessons from ‘Hedonic Analysis’













Houses are complex goods with many attributes: age, size, location…
Price/rent of a house is sum of these attribute prices
Real ‘scientific’ progress estimating these values over past 40 years.
My position shifted => housing markets efficient, with complex and
sophisticated search processes, everything a location ‘buys’ in prices.
Housing markets spatially bounded (monocentric urban model –
employment locations…incomes from access to jobs)
Attributes – if appropriately defined – have uniform prices within given
housing market [‘spatial equilibrium’]
Very powerful evidence of:
Highly significant price of space in houses; in UK highly significant price
of garden space – even garden shape;
Not just current but expected future values: e.g. future aircraft noise
levels in Berlin; local open space; school quality.
Implication – welfare from space inside and outside. People prefer to
live at lower densities but value of access to jobs pushes up land prices
so higher densities in big cities, nearer city centres.

Think about Structure of Supply & Demand….
 Logic of hedonic analysis is attributes have individual prices:
therefore have separate supply & demand characteristics
 May not be able to identify formally: but can think about
them: and important implications
 Supply of some – fixed e.g. in Helsinki fine views to the Baltic,
in London access to Hampstead Heath...
 Of others highly elastic – e.g. produced by industrial process –
central heating, number of rooms within given space
 Land/space in an unregulated world? Perfectly elastic with
mark-up over agricultural value for infrastructure & access
 But UK planning policy renders supply of land almost fixed

Price changes: selected attributes:
Reading housing market, 1984-93: means
1984

1993

Income (pre-tax)
from sample
South East (Regional Trends)

£13,694
£12,896

£28,969
£22,027

111.5
70.8

Price Level (1987=100)

91.0

141.9

55.9

£51,066

£94,990

86.0

£4,954
£2,599
£4,687

£5,997
£2,801
£6,229

21.1
7.8
32.9

£74
£51
£102

£224
£227
£60

202.7
345.1
- 41.2

£49.5
£4.5
£12.8
£171

£152.3
£22.9
£32.1
£425

207.9
404.9
151.5
148.5

£7,090

£13,414

89.2

Sample mean house price
Reproducible attributes
Central heating
Bedrooms
Bathrooms + WC
Planning amenities
Less industrial land
More open accessible land
More closed unbuilt land1
Space (price per m2)
Garden Space at :
centre
periphery
median distance
Internal floorspace
Local Public Goods
Best secondary school

% Change

Price and welfare effects: what about distribution?
 Planning creates open space amenities & separates land
uses - these are valued amenities
 But planning in the form of containment or growth
boundaries, height restrictions etc.

 Increases the price of land and housing
 Evaluating the net welfare effects therefore requires
balancing:

 Value of planning produced amenities against higher land
and house prices and smaller houses & gardens:
 Or smaller and more expensive gardens or more parks.
 Distributional effects? Who gains, who pays?

Welfare costs of containment
Net costs of Land Use Planning: Reading 1984
Average net cost of land use
planning per household - £ p.a.
S.D.
Net cost as per cent of income

Modest
Significant
Relaxation Relaxation
£210.94
£407.44
£376.68

£335.40

2.01

3.89

Capitalised land value at urban
£30 000
periphery
Per cent increase in urbanised area 46.9

£25 000
70.7

The Distribution of Planning Benefits relative to Income
•Welfare gains from consuming planning produced amenities depend
on residential location
e.g. Live at edge of town overlooking open countryside; close
to park; or living in non-industrial neighbourhood

(Cheshire & Sheppard, 2002)

30
Industrial Land Use

25

Percent

Since estimates built up
from individual observations
can estimate consumption
benefits for individual
households and see impact
on welfare by household
income quintiles

Accessible Open Space

20

15
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1
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Costs or Asset Values?
 Costs are of constraints are significant but in terms of
‘income’ flows
 But scarcity and amenities capitalised into house prices
 Houses including land are part of asset portfolio:
 As real and relative house prices rise over time with rising
incomes and constrained land supply, asset values become
relatively more important;
 Now 62% of personal assets in Britain
 Redistributes to the older and richer: In Britain young being priced
out of homeownership – so out of assets.
 Those born in 1959s – 70+% owners by age 34: home ownership
for under 34s fallen from 59 to 34% over past 14 years

 The longer growth is constrained the more difficult it is to
relax constraints?

Conclusions?
 We do need planning: but with the grain of markets;
offsetting for market failure;
 Place-making; and planning for and facilitating, urban growth.
 Prices indicate scarcity, not ‘speculation’;
 But if by driving up prices planning turns houses into ‘assets’,
people will behave like speculators. A symptom of the
problem: not its cause.
 A simple reform could work wonders: Planning informed by
prices…
 Observe price of land higher in use a) than in use b) – then
plan to allow use a) to take over: unless it can be shown social
value of use b) in that location is higher.
 Simple – applies to views of St Pauls, historic townscape,
habitats, amenity ..or agricultural land….
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Economic consequences of (British) Planning?
• A perfect storm....
 We directly constrain the supply of land (for each category of
development) – most obviously via Greenbelts;

 Development control is complex and imposes high compliance costs +
risk on development process: restricts competition in the development
industry;
 Add ‘planning obligations’: S106 conditions to provide ‘affordable
housing’ in new developments
 Force selection of ‘Brown Field’ sites so smaller, more expensive sites
 Our system of local government finance gives no incentive to local
communities to permit development of any kind;
 And decisions at very local level so re-inforce the NIMBY voice

Reading Land Value Surface 1984

Reading Land Value Surface 1993
•Central capitalized value
£320000

•Peripheral capitalized value
£88600

•Reflects transport infrastructure
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